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by Peter Huntoon

Stars Among the Dust

Every once in a while you stumble onto something
that makes you glad you got out of bed that particular
morning. June 25th, 1981, was such a day.

Bill Raymond and I have made it a ritual to go to
Washington, DC each year following the Memphis
show. Each of us has various ongoing research projects
and the Memphis show brings us so close to DC that we
use it as a good excuse to travel a bit farther and dig into
history a little.

This year, it was my desire to track down whatever I
could on my two favorite small size $5 back plates - those
with back check numbers 629 and 637. This meant a trip
to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, whereupon
we met with a gentlemen named A. Abad. He
immediately took us up to a sweltering room in the attic
of the Bureau Annex where some historic records are in
temporary storage.

The Find

The three of us prowled around to see what we could
find. I looked over a couple piles of stately ledgers on one
cart and found little of interest there. There were rows
and rows of shelved neat boxes, each with a label of its
contents, but none looked particularly interesting
either. However, high on one shelf, in back of some
heating pipes, were some dust covered ledgers of
varying ages and sizes. These were obviously odds and
ends - the type of things that didn't fit neatly anyplace
else. These were sort of like the stuff you always end up
with after you have tried to clean off your desk!

As I reached high to get some books down, I felt on the
very top - but out of sight - a thin, cloth - bound notebook.
This came down with the others and was the last item
lost on this particular pile. It was a school - type blue
notebook with lined pages. None of the other ledgers
had anything to do with currency, but when Raymond
and I opened this little book we feasted our eyes on a
heretofore unxnown record of all printings for the Series
of 1929 Federal Reserve Bank stars!

It became quickly apparent that this record was
complete. Mr. Abad, sensing our excitement, took us to
his office where we located a copy of O'Donnell's
catalog. We found that there were no official serial
ranges for the 1929 stars, so we had indeed stumbled
onto a little gem among the dust.

I busied myself with a photocopy machine!
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A very scarce Series of 1929 star note from
Minneapolis. Photo courtesy of Dr. Bernard
Schaff, star note specialist.

Contents
Table 1 synthesizes the contents of the little blue book.

Table 2 shows a transcript of a sample page. All the data
in the book are handwritten.

Most serial numbering press runs for these stars
began in March, 1933. The first was on March 10, 1933,
for $10 New York stars, serials B00000001* -
B00012000*. The last stars in the series were printed on
January 2, 1934, and that printing consisted of $5
Kansas City stars J00036001* - J00048000*.

Stars were produced only for those districts which are
known to have issued notes. You can verify this if you
will compare the entries in Table 1 with the listings of
regular notes in O'Donnell.

The big question yet remains - how many of the stars
actually reached circulation? There are no records of

World Scene
(Continued From Page 316)

nine-page mimeographed bulletin consists mainly of a
translation by David Block of the article "Special notice
of emergency money notes by Heinz Schiestl" written,
by K. Borges for Der Notgeldmarkt of June 1, 1922. A
short introduction orients the reader to the importance
of Schiestl, one of the most prolific and popular
designers of notgeld. The Wuerzburg sculptor and
commercial artist was known for his tasteful designs
that featured heroic figures, heraldic emblems,
architecture, and plant life. Musser believes that his
style revealed the German psyche of the immediate
post-war era.

The bulletin concludes with a trial checklist of
Schiestl notes which appeared up to the spring of 1922
plus several illustrations. With this information, the
collector can go forward with a specialized study of this
designer's notgeld plus those which were fraudently
attributed to them. The Newsletter No. 13 is available
for $2.00 postpaid from Dwight Musser, Box 305, Ridge
Manor, FL 33525.
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actual usage. I found it significant that some known
Kansas City $100 stars are in the high 11,000 range
which is very close to the end (J00012000*). See
O'Donnell, 6th edition, page 208, for $100 J00011679*.
However, there is no reason to believe that the stars
were used in serial order. They could have been used
rather randomly with large intervening unused gaps.

stars away years ago for a pittance. For those of you
who keep track of such things, I had the following: $20
H00001863* fine, $50 B00004324 5 vf, $50 J00003382* vf,
and $100 J00011721* vf - xf. You will see from Table 1
that the Kansas City $100 is only 279 notes from the end
of its printing. Incidentally, I sold that note for $115.

CORRECTION

Regardless, those of you who enjoy the Series of 1929
Federal Reserve Bank Notes now have some definitive
data to work with, so have fun. Thanks go to Bernard
Schaaf for supplying the photo used here. Your author,
bright fellow that he is, sold or traded all his 1929 FRBN

Those press room gremlins struck again! They
switched the photos for Joseph McEvoy and Lloyd
Henning in Huntoon's article on the First National
Bank of Holbrook. This appeared in the July-August,
1981, issue of Paper Money.

Table 1. Series of 1929 Federal Reserve Bank Note stars printed. Printings all began with
00000001 and ended with the number listed here with no gaps.

District $5 $10 $20 $50 $100
Boston 36,000 24,000 24,000 none none
New York 24,000 76,000 24,000 24,000 12,000
Philadelphia 36,000 24,000 24,000 none none
Cleveland 60,000 36,000 24,000 12,000 12,000

Richmond none 24,000 24,000 none 36,000
Atlanta 24,000 36,000 8,000 none none
Chicago 84,000 12,000 12,000 4,000 12,000
St. Louis 24,000 36,000 24,000 none none

Minneapolis 24,000 24,000 12,000 12,000 12,000
Kansas City 48,000 36,000 24,000 12,000 12,000
Dallas 24,000 12,000 24,000 12,000 12,000
San Francisco 24,000 36,000 24,000 12,000 none

Table 2. Typical page from the 1929 star note record book.

Fed. Res. Bank Notes - Natl. Currency 	 10 New York
12 Subjects 	 Series 1929 Special

Press Sheets
Mar. 10, 1933 17 B00000001*-B 00012000* 1000
Mar. 13, 1933 1 00012001 - 	 00024000 1000
Sept. 29, 1933 1 00024001 - 	 00060000 3000
Oct. 10, 1933 1 00060001 - 	 00072000 1000
Oct. 10, 1933 1 00072001 - 	 00076000 333 1/3

Kudos for a PM Advertiser
(The following unsolicited letter to the Editor was received recently:)

Dear Ms. Mueller:

I had a very pleasant surprise recently regarding one of your
advertisers (and a fellow SPMC member), and I wanted to
share it with your readers.

I've been collecting currency for about two years. About a
year ago, I became interested in National Bank Notes,
particularly those issued by St. Louis banks. All I had for a
reference was the listing in the back of the Friedberg book.

Last month, I decided to write to 15 of your advertisers. I sent
a want list of some 38 banks and asked to be added to the mail-
ing lists of these firms and individuals. I also asked for any
information they cared to pass along concerning these banks
and their notes.

Hal Griemann, of Mid American Currency in Denver, sent
me his firm's current catalog, an informative review of the
ANA and Memphis shows, and a 12-page, handwritten
breakdown of all the banks I'm seeking, and their issues!

This had to represent at least an hour or two of his time and
research. To top it all off, his firm doesn't have a single note I
need in stock. He was just being helpful.

Needless to say, I'm very pleased. If all neophyte collectors
get this kind of assistance, the currency-collecting hobby has a
great future. Thanks again, Hal.

Sincerely,
Bob Cochran
St. Louis, MO
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